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Since music always identifies the time it was created, most of it is particularly important to people's
lives.  Most bits of music memorabilia only increase in price and provide a unique piece of a
conversation or just to decorate one's home or office.  It can be hard to obtain good pieces for the
right price, but it is also a blast to develop a unique collection.  Luckily, with just a little creativity,
getting high quality items can be somewhat inexpensive for the value they currently have and will
hold in the future.

One of the very best and also worst places to buy memorabilia is eBay.  It is great because there is
a big collection of people selling goods from all around the world, but it can be a double edged
sword since it is so widely accessible.  Most folks on eBay are great researchers, and as a result
most of the high demand items will go for right at or right below their retail cost.  Holding back on
any bids until the final minute is a good way to avoid any unwelcome bidding war that drives up the
price.  Another good way is to seek out obscure items that hold value, but ones that individuals
would not normally look for.  These items will eventually cycle into popularity and the amount will
rise considerably.

Pawn shops and used clothing shops like thrift stores are fantastic places to look, but anything good
popping up is usually based on the area that the establishment is in.  Most thrift stores distribute in a
very high volume and have minimal ability to research their goods, but pawn shops often look up the
value of their things before selling and may not have as good of deals.  Days that these stores get
bulk goods are good days to visit to get the jump on the most recent things they offer.  Most thrift
stores have a schedule for when they obtain new stuff, so asking a couple shops in the area about
their new arrival times is a good way to get the scoop on the best times to visit.

Some areas are different, but usually newspapers and magazines are only good as a secondary
form of buying.  Usually, great items come by, but newspapers have to be checked every day and
Craigslist has to be checked several times a day to catch the earlier listings.  Luckily, there are
services offered that alert a person when a particular keyword is posted.  For instance, Hendrix vinyl
and a related VPI record cleaner or VPI 16.5 can be put into these and if a post is placed that
contains those keywords, the user will be notified immediately.
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Seth Frank - About Author:
SoundStage Direct, LLC is an online independent store based in Doylestown, Pennsylvania. SSD
has the largest selection of vinyl records and a VPI 16.5 aka a VPI record cleaner. And you don't
want to miss amazing closeout deals available at our LP outlet! We have record albums in every
genre and in a variety of formats available ready to be shipped at your doorstep.
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